Open Access options for journal articles by WZB researchers

- The article will be published...
  - in an Open Access journal...
  - that does not charge any APCs:
    - Gold OA (without APCs)
  - that charges APCs:
    - Gold OA (mit APCs)
    - Green OA
    - Hybrid OA (Offsetting-Deal instead of APCs)
  - that does not offer an option for hybrid OA:
    - Green OA
    - Hybrid OA (with regular APCs)

- in a traditional, toll-access journal...
  - and the WZB has a special agreement for hybrid OA:
    - Hybrid OA (Offsetting-Deal instead of APCs)
  - and the WZB has no agreement for hybrid OA:
    - Green OA

Attention:
in the case of coauthorship only the affiliation of the "corresponding author" is decisive!
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